Morphometric comparison of the human corpus callosum in deaf and hearing subjects: an MRI study.
Auditory cortices are interconnected to each other by fibers passing through the corpus callosum (CC). In totally deaf persons no auditory impulses are conveyed to the auditory cortices, hence the auditory pathways become nonfunctional. It was reported that there has been cross-modal plasticity between auditory, visual, and somatosensory cortices. In this study, our aim was to make a comparison in the CC morphometry in hearing subjects and in a selected group in which the auditory system was deprived before the age of 2. 18 deaf and 18 hearing male, handedness matched volunteers, ages varying between 28 and 56 years old were examined. Audiometrical tests were applied to both groups and then T1-weighted midsagittal MR images were obtained. Certain dimensions and areas were measured on these images. There were no statistically significant difference between deaf and hearing subjects, either when dimensions and areas were analyzed by multivariate analysis of variance or when areas were analyzed by univariate analysis of variance. Absence of any significant morphometric difference in the CC of deaf subjects could be thought as an evidence of reflection of functional cortical plasticity.